O, Beautiful!
SMARTER SKINCARE

MAKEUP WITH MORE

HAIR HEROES

GUTTER CREDIT TK

2018

There’s something so thrilling about finding a fabulous new product—and we’ve
got the best of the best right here—from a seriously smart styling tool to foundation
that’s like photo retouching in a bottle. Ready? Let’s get started, gorgeous.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY Peter Rosa STILL PHOTOGRAPHS BY Jeffrey Westbrook
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Hair

STYLERS

FOR ALL
Anyone can
achieve a
polished look
with this trio.

No matter your type, these products will leave your
do at its strongest, silkiest best.

Shampoo

Conditioner

Treatment

Styling Product

Fine

OGX REFRESH &
REVITALIZE ARGAN
OIL OF MOROCCO
DRY SHAMPOO

2018

KÉRASTASE PARIS RÉSISTANCE
BAIN EXTENSIONISTE

PANTENE PRO-V CHARCOAL
RENEWING CREAM RINSE

NUNZIO SAVIANO THE CREAM

R+CO RODEO STAR
THICKENING STYLE FOAM

Wash your way to fuller hair with this
amino acid–infused shampoo that
helps create visibly stronger strands.
($33; kerastase-usa.com)

Detoxifying charcoal plus Pantene’s
unique formula of vitamins equal
strands that are healthy and free of
impurities. ($6; drugstores)

Three parts of the coconut (water,
milk, and oil) come together in
this lightweight cream to make hair
silky without weighing it down.
($28; nunziosaviano.com)

AQUIS PRIME
REBALANCING HAIR WASH

MARC ANTHONY BYE.BYE FRIZZ
KERATIN SMOOTHING
CONDITIONER

RAHUA LEGENDARY AMAZON OIL

A flat cuticle is key to taming frizz.
This hair hydrator uses keratin to do
the job. ($9; ulta.com)

OUIDAD ADVANCED CLIMATE
CONTROL RESTORE + REVIVE
BI-PHASE

This shine spray humidity-proofs hair
using a protein that comes from silk.
($32; ouidad.com)

MATRIX TOTAL RESULTS
THE RE-BOND CONDITIONER

GARNIER FRUCTIS DAMAGE
REPAIRING TREAT 1 MINUTE HAIR
MASK + PAPAYA EXTRACT

PUREOLOGY STYLE + PROTECT
SHINE BRIGHT TAMING SERUM

DEVACURL LEAVE-IN DECADENCE

SHEAMOISTURE GREEN COCONUT &
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL PURIFYING &
HYDRATING IN-SHOWER STYLER

Take hair from twiggy to divine with
this volumizer that pumps up
skimpy strands—and adds moisture
and shine. ($30; randco.com)

Frizzy

Extend your style for
another day and make
it beyond silky with
this transformative
dry shampoo.
($9; ulta.com)

SHU UEMURA ART
OF HAIR ULTIMATE
RESET EXTREME
RESTORATION
DUO-SERUM

Damaged

Smooth this onto
strands to protect
against heat
damage. Need a
refresh later in the
day? Hit your hair
with your dryer on the
low setting, and
the formula makes
restyling a cinch.
($38; shuuemura
artofhair-usa.com)

Hit reset on your hair’s health with
this aloe extract–infused shampoo
that fortifies while maximizing
damage control. ($26; sephora.com)

HERBAL ESSENCES
BIO-RENEW BLACK CHARCOAL
DETOX SHAMPOO

GHD PLATINUM+

This straightener is a
real mind reader—
continuously adjusting
heat levels based
on hair thickness,
section size, and the
speed at which
you’re working.
($249; ghdhair.com)

Brittleness will be gone in 60 seconds
after using this nourishing mask.
($4.50; drugstores)

Even overprocessed hair can
look glossy, courtesy of the
coriander seed oil in this serum.
($28; pureology.com)

Dry

Get rid of product buildup, dirt, and
oil using this cleanser that treats hair
with kid gloves. ($6; drugstores)

When chemicals and heat have left
hair frazzled, the amino acid in
this conditioner will help replenish and
strengthen. ($13: ulta.com)

Made from oils harvested in the
Amazon rainforest, this plant-based
product turns out-of-control hair
shiny and smooth with just a few
drops. ($42; rahua.com)

HAIRSTORY NEW
WASH (RICH)

Thirsty hair will lap up the plant oils
in this hydrating cleanser
that softens without leaving buildup.
($40; hairstory.com)

BRIOGEO BE GENTLE, BE KIND
KALE + APPLE REPLENISHING
SUPERFOOD CONDITIONER

Kale is rich in omega fatty acids,
which this moisturizer delivers for
softness, stat. ($28; sephora.com)
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This fast-absorbing conditioner may
be light, but with moisturizing chufa
milk, it delivers as heavy a dose of
hydration as many thicker
alternatives. ($26; devacurl.com)
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Wash-and-go hair can be yours! This
cream balances oily roots and brittle ends
for air-drying ease. ($11.50; ulta.com)

